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C O V E R  F E A T U R E

P u b l i s h e d  b y  t h e  I E E E  C o m p u t e r  S o c i e t y

Emerging Grid 
Standards

T he Grid can be seen as a framework for
“flexible, secure, coordinated resource
sharing among dynamic collections of
individuals, institutions, and resources.”1

It allows researchers in different adminis-
trative domains to use multiple resources for prob-
lem solving and provides an infrastructure for
developing larger and more complex applications
potentially faster than with existing systems.

In general terms, the Grid has evolved from a care-
fully configured infrastructure, which supported lim-
ited Grand Challenge applications executing on
high-performance hardware among numerous US
centers,2 to what we are starting to see today—a
seamless and dynamic virtual environment being 
driven by international development and take-up. 

As the Grid’s potential started to become a real-
ity over the past few years, industry has become
increasingly involved. Commercial participation has
accelerated development of hardened, industrial-
strength software that supports Grid environments
outside academic laboratories. This in turn has
impacted both the Grid’s architecture and the asso-
ciate protocols and standards. 

Most profoundly, the recent adoption of Web ser-
vices, while bringing significant benefits, has also
produced a somewhat fragmented landscape for
application developers. Software and Grid services
developers ideally seek to conform to conventions
and standards widely adopted by their community.
However, for various political and technical rea-
sons, there are now competing views of how to
implement the architecture and what standards to
follow. This infighting is inhibiting Grid develop-
ers, who lack the assurance that future standards
will support those used today. 

GRID-RELATED STANDARDS BODIES
The Global Grid Forum (www.ggf.org) is the pri-

mary standards-setting body for the Grid. The GGF
works with many organizations throughout industry
that influence Grid standards and policies, including
those for security and virtual organizations. 

Other bodies include the Organization for the
Advancement of Structured Information Standards,
the World Wide Web Consortium, the Distributed
Management Task Force, the Web Services Inter-
operability Organization, groups within Internet2
such as the Peer-to-Peer Working Group and the
Middleware Architecture Committee for Educa-
tion, and the Liberty Alliance.

Global Grid Forum
The GGF is a community-driven set of working

groups that are developing standards and best prac-
tices for wide-area distributed computing. It was
formed in 1998 from the merger of the Grid Forum
in North America, the Asia-Pacific Grid commu-
nity, and the European Grid Forum (eGrid). 

In a process similar to that used for Internet stan-
dards, the GGF creates four types of documents that
provide information to the Grid community:

• informational—a useful idea or set of ideas;
• experimental—useful experiments;
• community practice—common practices or

processes that influence the community; and 
• recommendations—specifications, which are

analogous to Internet standards-track docu-
ments.

The GGF currently divides its efforts among seven
areas—including, for example, architecture, data,
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and security—within which numerous work-
ing and research groups operate. Within the
data area, standards under development
include data access and integration services,
Grid file systems, Grid FTP, grid storage, IPv6,
and data replication. Nearly 30 research
groups explore longer-term issues for which it
may be premature to develop specifications. 

Joining a GGF working group involves
simply subscribing to its e-mail list. The pro-
ject members, meeting agendas, and work
progress are all posted online.

OASIS
A not-for-profit international organization that

promotes industry standards for e-business, OASIS
(www.oasis-open.org) was founded in 1993 as
SGML Open and changed its name in 1998 to
reflect its expanded technical scope. This includes
developing standards such as those related to the
Extensible Markup Language (XML) and the uni-
versal description, discovery, and integration
(UDDI) service. OASIS produces Web services stan-
dards that focus primarily on higher-level func-
tionality such as security, authentication, registries,
business process execution, and reliable messaging. 

Participants in OASIS can be either unaffiliated
individuals or member-company employees. At
least three organizations must implement a stan-
dard before OASIS will approve it.  

World Wide Web Consortium
The W3C (www.w3.org) is an international

organization initiated in 1994 by Tim Berners-Lee
to promote common and interoperable protocols.
It created the first Web services specifications in
2003 and initially focused on low-level, core func-
tionality such as SOAP and the Web Services
Description Language (WSDL). The W3C has
developed more than 80 technical specifications for
the Web, including XML, HTML, and DOM.

W3C members are organizations that typically
invest significant resources in Web technologies.
OASIS is a member, and the W3C has partnered
with the GGF in the Web services standards area.

Distributed Management Task Force
The DMTF (www.dmtf.org) is an industry-based

organization founded in 1992 to develop manage-
ment standards and integration technologies for
enterprise and Internet environments. DMTF tech-
nologies include the Common Information Model
and Web-Based Enterprise Management. The
DMTF formed an alliance with the GGF in 20033

for the purpose of building a unified approach to
the provisioning, sharing, and management of Grid
resources and technologies.  

Web Services Interoperability Organization
WS-I (www.ws-i.org) is an open industry body

formed in 2002 to promote the adoption of Web
services and interoperability among different Web
services implementations. Its role is to integrate
existing standards rather than create new specifi-
cations. WS-I publishes profiles that describe in
detail which specifications a Web service should
adhere to and offer guidance in their proper usage.
The goal is to provide a set of rules for integrating
different service implementations with a minimum
number of features that impede compatibility. 

Internet2
Internet2 (www.internet2.edu) is a consortium

of groups from academia, industry, and govern-
ment formed in 1996 to develop and deploy
advanced network applications and technologies. 

The Middleware Architecture Committee for
Education (http://middleware.internet2.edu/MACE)
aims to create an interoperable middleware infra-
structure for research and education. MACE devel-
ops good-practices documents, designs pilot projects
and intercampus experiments, and recommends
technical standards. Internet2 working groups
related to Grid standards include the Higher
Education PKI Technical Activities Group, the Peer-
to-Peer Working Group, and the Shibboleth project.

Liberty Alliance
The Liberty Alliance (www.projectliberty.org) is

an international alliance of companies, nonprofit
groups, and government organizations formed in
2001 to develop an open standard for federated
identity management, which addresses technical,
business, and policy challenges surrounding iden-
tity and Web services. The Liberty Alliance has
developed the Identity Federation Framework,
which enables identity federation and management
and provides interface specifications for personal
identity profiles, calendar services, wallet services,
and other specific identity services. 

OPEN GRID SERVICES ARCHITECTURE
The most important Grid standard to emerge

recently is the Open Grid Services Architecture,
which aims to define a common, standard, and
open architecture for Grid-based applications. 

The GGF announced OGSA at Global Grid
Forum 4 in February 2002, presented a draft
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overview four months later,4 and created the OGSA
Working Group in September 2002 to draft speci-
fications. 

At GGF10 in March 2004, the GGF declared
OGSA to be its flagship architecture, and three
months later, at GGF11, it released version 1.0.5

OGSA v2.0, a proposed GGF recommendation, is
scheduled for release in June 2005.

Service-oriented architecture
As Figure 1 shows, OGSA is a service-oriented

architecture that specifies a set of distributed com-
puting patterns realized using Web services. It aims
to define all the fundamental services that an e-busi-
ness or e-science application would use such as job
and resource management, communications, and
security, leaving various working groups within the
GGF and other Grid-standards organizations to
specify the services’ interfaces, semantics, proto-
cols, and other technical details.  

Because the Grid is a dynamic environment in
which service instances can come and go during
task dispatching, resource configuration and pro-
visioning, and system state changes, OGSA pro-
vides interfaces for lifecycle service management.
It also supports state data associated with Grid ser-
vices, an approach conceptually similar to tradi-
tional object-oriented programming environments.
In addition, OGSA includes a callback operation
in which clients can register interest in a service and
receive notification of any change in that service.

Open Grid Services Infrastructure
OGSA instantiations depend on emerging spec-

ifications. The first instantiation was the Open Grid
Services Infrastructure. OGSI was based on the con-
cept of Grid services, enhanced Web services that
provided a standard set of mechanisms to manage
state. Released in July 2003, OGSI v1.0 defined a
set of principles and extensions for using WSDL
and XML Schema to enable stateful Web services.6

Critics identified several problems with OGSI.7

First, many thought it was too large for one speci-
fication. In addition, because OGSI was not a pure
subset of Web services, it required a modification to
standard WSDL, called Grid WSDL, which would
have necessitated extending current tools to parse
and process WSDL for Grid services. Finally, even
though many other Web services systems have
object-oriented implementations, some viewed
OGSI as too object oriented. To support transient,
potentially short-lived instances, OGSI used OO
concepts such as statefulness and the factory pat-
tern to create Grid service instances. 

WEB SERVICES RESOURCE FRAMEWORK 
Widespread dissatisfaction with OGSI led to a

collaborative effort among architects from the Grid
and Web services communities to define an alter-
native infrastructure based on unadulterated Web
services specifications. On 20 January 2004,
Hewlett-Packard, IBM, Fujitsu, and the Globus
Alliance announced the WS-Resource Framework
(www.globus.org/wsrf). WSRF contains a set of
specifications for expressing the relationship
between stateful resources and Web services. The
specifications define specific message exchange for-
mats and related XML definitions. 

After revising and updating the WSRF specifica-
tions based on industry feedback, a development
team submitted the final results to two new OASIS
technical committees, the WS-Resource Framework
(WSRF) TC and the WS-Notification (WSN) TC.

The WSRF TC (www.oasis-open.org/committees/
tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=wsrf) was formed to stan-
dardize four specifications:

• WS-ResourceLifetime—describes how to man-
age the lifetime of a resource and specifies Web
services operations used to destroy a WS-
Resource;

• WS-ResourceProperties—defines how to query
and modify WS-Resources described by XML
Resource Property documents;

• WS-ServiceGroup—describes how to represent
and manage collections of Web services and/or
WS-Resources; and

• WS-BaseFaults—defines a base fault XML
type for use when returning faults in a Web 
services message exchange. 
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The WSN TC (www.oasis-open.org/
committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=wsn)
was created to standardize three other spec-
ifications defining Web services interfaces:

• WS-BaseNotification—handles asynchro-
nous notification, including interfaces used 
by a notification producer or consumer;

• WS-BrokeredNotification—handles asyn-
chronous notification; and 

• WS-Topics—organizes and categorizes 
items of interest for subscription, known 
as topics.

Both technical committees republished the specifi-
cations as working drafts and started reviewing
them in depth. 

Stateful resources
The OASIS WSRF TC aims to define a generic

and open framework for modeling and accessing
stateful resources using Web services. This includes
mechanisms to describe views of state, support state
management through properties associated with
the Web service, and describe how these mecha-
nisms are extensible to groups of Web services.

WSRF defines the means by which

• a Web service can be associated with one or
more stateful resources;

• a service requestor can access stateful resources
indirectly through Web services that encapsu-
late the state and manage all aspects of the ser-
vice-based access to the state;

• the stateful resources can be destroyed, imme-
diately or via time-based destruction;

• a stateful resource’s type definition can be asso-
ciated with a Web service’s interface descrip-
tion and ensure well-formed queries against
the resource via its interface; 

• a stateful resource’s actual state can be queried
and modified via message exchanges; 

• end-point references to a Web service that
encapsulate stateful resources can be renewed
when they become invalid due to, for exam-
ple, a transient failure in the network; and

• the stateful resources can be aggregated for
domain-specific purposes.

At the heart of WSRF is WS-Resource, which
defines the relationship between Web services and
stateful resources as an implied resource pattern.
A WS-Resource is the “composition of a Web ser-
vice and a stateful resource”7 that can be described

by an XML Schema associated with the Web ser-
vices port type and addressed by a WS-Addressing
EndpointReference.8 WSRF defines functions that
allow interaction with WS-Resources such as query,
lifetime management, and group membership.

Currently, several early releases of WSRF-based
systems are available, including Globus Toolkit 4
(www-unix.globus.org/toolkit) and WSRF.NET
(www.cs.virginia.edu/~gsw2c/wsrf.net.html). Other
development teams have implementations in
progress such as WSRF::Lite (www.omii.ac.uk/
mp/mp_wsrf_lite.htm), Unicore (www.unicore.
org), and Python Globus (http://dsd.lbl.gov/gtg/
projects/pyGlobus).

Event notification
Currently, two specifications describe event noti-

fication with respect to resources: WS-Eventing and
WS-Notification. Originally released in January
2004, WS-Eventing9 is a collaborative effort by
Microsoft, IBM, BEA Systems, Computer Associ-
ates International, Sun Microsystems, and Tibco
Software. Released around the same time, WS-
Notification (www-106.ibm.com/developerworks/
library/specification/ws-notification) is a joint 
initiative by Akamai Technologies, Computer
Associates International, Fujitsu Laboratories of
Europe, Globus, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, SAP AG,
Sonic Software, and Tibco Software.  

There is a move to merge these competing spec-
ifications, especially as IBM, Computer Associates,
and Tibco contribute to both. The OASIS WSN TC
is currently developing a standard based on WS-
Notification. 

WS-Eventing. This specification allows Web ser-
vices to be notified of events that occur with other
services. An event source is a Web service that pro-
duces notifications or event messages. An event
sink is a Web service that receives notifications. A
Web service subscribes itself or another service
with a source to be a sink and thus receive events
from that source. The subscription has an expira-
tion time, which can be renewed, although it may
have an indefinite termination. 

WS-Eventing defines a subscription manager,
which manages the subscriptions on behalf of an
event source. It also includes the concept of deliv-
ery mode, which specifies how notifications should
be delivered. For example, a source service can
request that a notification be wrapped in a stan-
dard message. The only mode that the specification
defines is push mode, which implies the delivery of
individual, unsolicited, asynchronous SOAP mes-
sages. WS-Eventing also provides for source-side
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filtering of messages, such as using an XPath pred-
icate expression. 

WS-Notification. This family of specifications
describes the mechanisms by which Web services
can receive notification of an event related to a
resource.10 Web services that produce notifications
are referred to as notification producers, while
those that receive such notifications are notifica-
tion consumers.

WS-Notification also describes a subscription
manager as well as a notification broker. Using a
separate notification broker can 

• relieve the producer of the load needed to
process notifications; 

• reduce the number of interserver messages; 
• provide a finder service, matching producers

and consumers; and 
• allow anonymous notification.

The notification producer can perform both of
these roles, or a separate entity can offload these
responsibilities from the producer. Unlike the sub-
scription manager in WS-Eventing, this role in WS-
Notification provides mechanisms to pause and
resume subscriptions as well as to list them. Both
specifications enable a separate entity to make 
subscription requests on behalf of a notification
consumer.

Topics in WS-Notification support the hierar-
chical organization of notifications and offer a con-
venient way to locate notifications of interest. It is
not clear whether topics provide greater function-
ality than XPath with respect to filtering XML doc-
uments, but topics should be applicable to other
types of documents. Further, using topics in com-
bination with the notification broker to pause and
resume subscriptions enables demand-based pub-
lishing: If there are no subscribers, then nothing 
is published.

OTHER STANDARDS AND TRENDS 
Despite the upcoming release of OGSA v2.0, some

ongoing and recently initiated Grid projects cannot
wait for production implementations of WSRF.
Alternatives include WS-I’s Basic Profile 1.0, the Web
Services Grid Application Framework, and the Open
Middleware Infrastructure Institute’s WS-I+.

WS-I Basic Profile
In April 2004, WS-I published Basic Profile 1.0,11

which contains guidelines for using SOAP, WSDL,
and UDDI. BP1.0 has both recommendations and
requirements for compliant services—for example,

it recommends sending SOAP messages with
HTTP/1.1 but requires the use of either
HTTP/1.1 or HTTP/1.0. 

Many applications other than Web services
use HTTP, which has features that are appro-
priate in some environments but not in oth-
ers. For example, HTTP cookies facilitate
Web-based state management, but because
cookies are not part of the SOAP envelope,
BP1.0 mandates their use only in limited ways. 

In some cases, BP1.0 tightens requirements
in existing specifications. For example, SOAP
1.1 allows the use of the HTTP POST method
as well as the HTTP Extension Framework’s
M-POST method, whereas BP1.0 permits only the
former.

BP1.0 also clarifies ambiguities in some specifi-
cations. For example, a service sends a SOAP fault
message when an error occurs. BP1.0 requires that
the soap:fault element has no element children
other than faultcode, faultstring,
faultactor, and detail. Further, for extensi-
bility the detail element can contain any type of ele-
ment, thus a compliant service must accept such
messages. 

WS-I released Basic Profile 1.112 in August 2004.
Some of the material in BP1.0 became Simple SOAP
Binding Profile 1.0.13 WS-I also released Attach-
ments Profile 1.014 in August 2004.

Web Services Grid Application Framework
Grid services have requirements beyond those of

standard Web services. The Web Services Grid
Application Framework15 proposes to meet the
needs of Grid applications by extending basic Web
services functionality. 

The WS-GAF approach differs greatly from
OGSI. Consider, for example, the problem of mak-
ing services stateful. With OGSI, the user creates a
service instance that generally only the creator uses.
In contrast, WS-GAF uses the WS-Context specifi-
cation,16 which mandates that SOAP message head-
ers carry service context information.  

WS-I+
The UK e-Science Programme (www.rcuk.ac.uk/

escience) has funded more than 100 separate pro-
jects that use a number of Grid technologies, many
of which are based on Web services. It has also
established the Open Middleware Infrastructure
Institute (www.omii.ac.uk) to act as a center for
expertise in Grid middleware and a repository for
the software developed by the various projects. One
goal of the OMII is to provide a relatively stable
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development environment for Grid-based
enterprises.

The lack of Grid standards is a serious
problem for the e-Science projects, some of
which will be complete before specifications
such as WSRF and WSN emerge. The OMII’s
approach is to build on WS-I profiles and cre-
ate WS-I+,17 which will identify existing stan-
dards that are considered safe and will
potentially interoperate with emerging spec-
ifications. As in WS-I, the core of the service
architecture consists of XML Schema
Definition, WSDL 1.1, and SOAP 1.1.

For service discovery, the WS-I profiles
include UDDI; WS-I+ might use UDDI, although
the OMII is considering adopting registry service
extensions that better suit scientific application
needs. To address Grid workflow, WS-I+ uses the
popular Business Process Execution Language
(www-128.ibm.com/developerworks/library/
specification/ws-bpel). The OMII expects to exploit
BPEL’s built-in extensibility mechanisms to support
the scientific community’s Web services needs.

Two competing specifications deal with address-
ing Grid services: WS-Addressing8 and WS-
MessageDelivery.18 WS-Addressing has not been
submitted to a standards body but is part of WSRF,
while WS-MessageDelivery has been submitted to
the W3C. WS-I+ will include WS-Addressing,
which should facilitate future integration with
WSRF.19

GRID SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE
The Grid Security Infrastructure (https://forge.

gridforum.org/projects/gsi-wg) implemented by the
Globus Toolkit is a de facto standard for Grid secu-
rity. GSI uses X.509 identity and proxy certificates,
which provide a globally unique identifier that can
authenticate and authorize an entity with accessed
Grid resources.20 In GSI, the owner typically grants
use of a resource to individual users, who must have
an account for each accessed resource. This be-
comes impractical as the number of users and
resources grows.

Community Authorization Service  
To overcome the access problem, the Community

Authorization Service21 provides an individual com-
munity identifier that authorizes a user for a
resource. However, this solution requires additional
Grid infrastructure and administration, which can
lead to security problems when unknown users
request a CAS account. For example, the CAS
administrator might not know the person’s insti-

tutional affiliation, which can be used to verify
identity and trustworthiness.

GridShib and ESP-GRID
Two new projects are investigating alternative

solutions that will impact the GSI standards.
GridShib (http://grid.ncsa.uiuc.edu/GridShib) and
ESP-GRID (http://e-science.ox.ac.uk/oesc/projects/
index.xml.ID=body.1_div.20) will create new
mechanisms and policies for distributed autho-
rization and help Grid virtual organizations inte-
grate with traditional organizations’ security
infrastructures. These projects should also lead to
new tools and standards for administering user
attributes and resource requirements. Both projects
will leverage technologies in the Internet2’s
Shibboleth project (http://shibboleth.internet2.edu). 

Shibboleth. Based on the Security Assertion
Markup Language standard (www.oasis-open.org/
committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=security),
this system is designed to exchange attributes
between trusted organizations to authenticate and
authorize users to remote resources. A user who
desires to access a resource at a remote institu-
tion authenticates at a home institution, then the
home institution passes the user’s attributes
securely through a trust relationship to the remote
institution. 

The remote institution authorizes access to the
resource based on the user’s attributes. For exam-
ple, a member of a biomedical informatics research
group could receive access to a remote institution’s
data set based on this group membership. The
remote institution can require any number of user
attributes before granting access to the resource,
and users have the option of releasing attributes to
particular resources, thereby maintaining privacy
for access to some types of remote resources.
Shibboleth’s approach simplifies access control poli-
cies and makes them more scalable.

GridShib. Funded by the National Science Founda-
tion Middleware Initiative, GridShib supports an
identity federation between the Grid and higher-
education communities by combining Shibboleth
with GSI. Currently, Shibboleth only provides
authorization and authentication for Web-based
resources. In addition to using existing campus
authentication and identity management infra-
structures, GridShib plans to provide access to non-
Web-based resources.

To accomplish this, GridShib will introduce two
new modes of operation. In pull mode, a user with
a GSI certificate contacts Shibboleth with a regis-
tration request and sends a key certificate to the tar-
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get resource; the target resource contacts
Shibboleth with a request for the user’s attributes
based on the user’s key certificate. In push mode,
Shibboleth passes the user’s attributes to the target
resource along with the key certificate when the
user requests access to the resource.  

An initial release of GridShib, planned for sum-
mer 2005, will support the pull-mode operation; fol-
low-on releases will support the push mode and user
pseudonymity. GridShib will likely be integrated
with Globus Toolkit 4.2 or 4.4 and Shibboleth v1.3.

ESP-GRID. Funded by the UK’s Joint Information
Systems Committee, ESP-GRID is also investigat-
ing how Shibboleth can help provide solutions to
Grid authentication, authorization, and security
issues. In addition, ESP-GRID will reappraise pub-
lic-key infrastructure use within the UK e-Science
Programme and the Grid in general.

A ny developer who wants to create Grid ser-
vices or applications today faces the dilemma
of deciding which of the many frameworks

and specifications to follow, as currently there are
no guarantees that industry and the open source
community will embrace any one of them.
Research is one thing, wide-scale deployment
another.

Developers could use any of the competing
frameworks and specifications to build wide-area
infrastructure and associated applications.
However, apart from the core Web services com-
ponents—SOAP 1.2 and WSDL 1.1—all of the
specifications are relatively new. In addition, many
are drafts or in an early definition stage; even if a
particular specification is accepted, a process that
can take several years, its exact form is likely to
differ from earlier versions. For these reasons,
Savas Parastatidis and Jim Webber22 argue that
for production services the safest approach is to
adopt existing and stable Web services specifica-
tions. 

Despite resistance to new specifications, there is
a growing demand for standards at the Grid’s
higher-level layers. For example, a recent effort
among application developers to create a job and
file management standard is gaining momentum.
In December 2004, the GGF established a research
group to begin developing the Simple API for Grid
Applications (https://forge.gridforum.org/projects/
saga-rg), which an application developer could use
to specify a job request along with associated files
and resources. This API will replace a number of
incompatible tools that developers currently are

using for such tasks. The SAGA research
group will probably become a full GGF
working group in the near future.

Another needed higher-level Grid standard
would specify the type of information that a
Grid monitoring system gathers. Although
many open source and commercial tools are
available for this purpose, the data returned
varies considerably in content and detail.
Lack of a standard makes monitoring het-
erogeneous resources difficult and limits the
ability to assign tasks to resources and per-
form adaptive metascheduling.

OGSA and WSRF represent significant cooper-
ation among researchers in academia, government,
and industry. These joint efforts point to a promis-
ing future for the Grid regardless of the uncertain-
ties, inconsistencies, and interoperability problems
developers currently face. �
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